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EDITOR'S CHOICE
Underapplauded Books

Anita Desai and Malcolm Jack, eds., The Turkish
Embassy Letters [of] Lady Mary Worthy Montagu.
London: Virago, 1995. Pp. xlii + 190. £8.99.
it is refreshing to know that, amidst the dust kicked up by the
1^ stampede toward texts by those allegedly kicked down by an
"oppressive" society, one can still find a few unlittered oases where
one may tune out the critical bullx and quietly enjoy canonical works by
women of caste and privilege. One sumptuous oasis is this new edition of
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's Turkish Embassy Letters, a brilliant display of
editorial, annotatorial, and introductorial prowess. Costing a mere £8.99 and
weighing less than a pound, this portable (and vendable) edition is a
contribution to thrift, erudition, ease, and pedagogy.
Dividing labor across gender boundaries, Anita Desai and Malcolm Jack
partition their editorial duties. Desai provides a historical and critical
introduction; Jack attends to the text and explanatory notes. Although
Lady Mary's luxurious life was rather less complicated than her letters make
it appear, Desai, who could easily write documentaries for America's
"History Channel," points up the little details that punctuate, ironize, and
complicate this scribbler's career. Desai knows how to turn a witty phrase;
she describes the Inclosure and Black Acts as "conceived to keep land,
timber, corn and game...as far from the poor and desperate as the art of
Gainsborough and Reynolds is from that of Hogarth and Rowlandson" (viii).
Unlike many devotees of "women writers,". Desai is not so intoxicated with
the lion[ess]izing of her favorite author as to overlook the charming, comic
moments in her education and adventures. Young Mary, for example.
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supplemented her genteel education by apprenticing herself to a "carving
master" so as to learn the art of cutting meat, especially the graceful slicing
of mutton (x). Desai takes great delight in Mary's and her husband
Montagu's numerous blundering attempts at elopement (Mary's beloved
Wonley had the bad habit of showing up late at the rendezvous point,
leaving his inamorata hanging over the balcony, exposed to melodramatic
rescues)—an elopement that finally succeeded in 1712 (xiii). And, of course,
Desai unveils the famous Turkish Bath scene, in which Mary, petitioned by
lebenslustig Turkish ladies to take a dip in the buff, exposes her Europeanstyle intimate apparel, a "machine" that the Turkish damsels disparage as a
devilish restraining device invented by Wortley (xxix).
Desai is also able to reveal Lady Mary's many other moods: the heroic
fortitude with which she withstood ridicule as she singlehandedly introduced
the new Turkish science of inoculation into English medicine, even going so
far as to use her own children as guinea pigs (xviii); the remarkable
sympathy with which, despite her dislike of Islamic superstitions, she could
appreciate the advantages of wearing the veil (an attitude that will surely
endanger her reputation with the academic Left) (xxviii); her eruptive
bigotry, including her profound, often vitrioloic misunderstanding of
Catholicism (like many Britons, Lady Mary badly misinterpreted relics and
reliquaries as a "profusion of pearls, diamonds and rubies bestowed on the
adornment of rotten teeth, and dirty rags") (xxvi). She tells the strange story
of the way that both Lady Mary and the pathic parliamentarian Lord Hervey
fell in love with Francesco Algarotti, an Italian physicist and "androgynous
young man with full pouting lips and heavy-lidded dark eyes" (xx-xxi).
Desai thus resists the temptation to create a sensitive feminist culture heroine
out of a sharp-tongued dilettante, choosing instead to portray all the
complexities and irresolutions in this often confusing character.
Desai goes astray only when she tries to live up to the expectations
implied by the somewhat unpleasant name of her publisher, "Virago" Press.
At one point she snarls at Lady Mary for taking "no apparent interest in the
politics of the place [Turkey] or period but...[instead] with visits to the
zenana, the mosques and pleasure gardens, and in reporting on these scenes
with all the absorption of a water colorist" (xxxi). Now, there are plenty of
political commentators in the eighteenth century; it is, rather, this rare
devotion to the xsthetic that is Lady Mary's claim to fame and her principle
virtue. Desai feels compelled to declare that Lady Mary's "comments on
people are too highly coloured by her desire to amuse and. her bigotry" to
hold our attention, but that her comments "on feminist issues remain
interesting and relevant today." It is hard to see how a "bigot" can be lauded
as a feminist or how a bias toward whatever happens to be "relevant today"
can exemplify open-mindedness. Books and presses, however, have their

markets, and occcasional pandering of this kind may be excused if it sells
copies of so fine a project.
Malcolm Jack's work on Lady Mary's text and on the accompanying
notes should draw an unrelenting exhalation of panegyrics. Although Jack
modernizes spelling and punctuation, the usual objections to this practice
may be suspended in recognition of the intended audience for this edition;
students and laypeople who might be put off by needless archaisms. In his
nearly 400 notes to 150 pages of text. Jack proves that he knows everything.
One can find notes on Guido Reni, on prickly pears, on French Protestant
ism, on diplomatic history, on theater and theater criticism, on the classics
and the ancients, on Albanian Pashas, on court dress, even on St. Agnes Day.
The reader of Jack's notes enters a new field of knowledge with every entry
and comes away from the whole with the impression that Jack is certainly
the man to choose as a teammate in a College Bowl contest. Parents who
want an inexpensive encyclopedia for their children would do well simply
to bypass the Britannica and buy Jack's explanatory apparatus!
Few editions have so much to offer as Desai's and Jack's packaging of The
Turkish Embassy Letters. Bibliographically beautiful, conveniently sized,
exquisitely typeset, daintily designed, packed with wit and wisdom, and
above all helpful to eighteenth-century studies, this edition should be in
every hand, on every desk, and at every library. — KEVIN L. COPE

Alvaro Ribeiro, SJ. and James G. Basker, eds.
Tradition in Transition: Women Writers, Marginal
Texts, and the Eighteenth-Century Canon. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1996.

Jf there were ever any evidence for the operations of alchemy,
^ff^Tradition in Transition is it. Individually, the ingredients for this
volume would seem to make up a recipe for disaster: we have a
Festschrift, in which freethinking protogees might be less freethinking than
usual; we have an honoree, Roger Lonsdale, who, despite his undodging
application of traditional research methods, is lionized as the culture-hero
and one-man sacred text of every marginalized group under the Enlighten
ment sun; we have temptations to trendiness galore, what with titular talk
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about canons and marginalities and women and minorities, words that give
endless oral pleasure to our radical colleagues. From this potentially diabolic
brew, Father Ribeiro and James Basker have distilled gold—and not just any
"lite" gold brew at that. In its capaciousness, variety, common sense, and
vivacity. Tradition in Transition is one of the greatest celebratory volumes
in the history of the genre as well as a major contribution to the whole of
eighteenth-century studies.
The singularly jovial picture of Professor Lonsdale that graces the
frontispiece of this masterful volume (most Festschrift horiorees affect a
sourly serious visage) is only the first step through this thoughfully organized
volume. A brief introduction describing Lonsdale's career segues into a
tripartite collection of essays on a trio of topics dear to Lonsdale: women
writers, marginalized texts, and the canon of eighteenth-century literature.
If there is any fault in Tradition in Transition, it is the brevity of the
prefatory section. Those who sample Father Ribeiro's and Basker's gentle
biographical style and those who know honoree Lonsdale will find
themselves yearning for a few more witty and wise anecdotes from the life
of this bibliographizing Sage. Readers will nevertheless appreciate Father
Ribeiro's and Basker's restraint when it comes to the categorizing of essays.
The three categories are more guidelines and signposts than cells or
straitjackets (it would, for example, be difficult to construe any work by
Defoe, Swift, and Boswell as really a "marginalized" text, but Father Ribeiro
and Basker seem content simply to allow that these perpetual sacrifices on
the altar of critical obsession might have produced a few lesser works that
receive a little less attention than do their others). Father Riheiro's and
Basker's easygoing arrangement does credit to and accurately reflects
Lonsdale's career, characterized as it has been by openness and interpenetrability.
The volume gets off to a good start with five of the best essays ever to
step into the arena of women's studies. The opening section, on women
writers, contains no ideological canting, no complaining, and no shrieks of
ignominy and oppression. Instead, it celebrates urbane, entertaining, and
erudite women,supporting this celebration with damn-the-Moiocco-bindingsand-full-annotation-ahead scholarship. The opening effort, Carolyn D.
Williams's "Poetry, Pudding, and Epictetus: The Consistency of Elizabeth
Carter," melds kitchen with career and femininity with feminism by
presenting a zippy little pudding as an image of the pressures applied to
young girls of learning (7). True, it takes a hit of stretching to shape the preasrobic Elizabeth Carter into a role model for exercise enthusiasts (9), but
Williams does a fine job with the undertones of Carter's style. She points
out that this hyper-abstract poet deployed twelve personifications in 96 lines
(6); she shows how Carter's Metamucillian translation softens Epictetus's
references to stools (20). Best, Williams is confident enough to admit that.
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after publishing her Epictetus, Carter foreswore careerism and leisurely
rested on her laurels (24). She doesn't try to create an Amazonian heroine
where there isn't one.
William's pudding piece provides a good foundation for a yummy glaze:
Father Ribeiro's affectionate analysis of the correspondence of Mrs. Thrale
and Dr. Burney. Probably the most salient feature of this genteel but
rigorous exercise is the delight that Father Ribeiro takes in his subject.
Father Ribeiro's is probably the only scholarly article in the world that
could serve equally well as feed for fanatic scholars and bed-time sugarplums
for mirthful children. His delicately merry account of Mrs. Thrale and
Fanny Burney poking fun at a ridiculously incompetent musician, "like two
children giggling over a private joke behind the furniture out of sight of
adults" (30), would bag a Newberry Award were it in a children's book, but
it would also gratify the most stooped and wizened academic greybeards or
greybeardesses. One emerges from Father Ribeiro's essay knowing as well
as knowing about Thrale, Burney, and company. Father Ribeiro himself
seems to recognize the durability of his little masterwork; like the universal
computer bank aboard Star Trek's Starship Enterprise, he files the ThraleBurney symbiosis in "their own private world, free from spatial and
temporal limitation" (32). But it's only space and time that warp for Alvaro,
whose punctiliously straightforward scholarship could make a plumbline
bend with envy.
Where Father Ribeiro is sentimental but succinct, his co-editor, James G.
Basker, is incisive but comprehensive. Basker gives no quarter to those who
want to turn Dr. Johnson into the whipping boy of caricatured feminism.
Nor will he grin at those annoying androphobes who cast Mary
Wollstonecraft as the foundress of tomorrow's Utopian gynocracy.- Rather,
Basker undertakes a detailed, scientific study of the relationship between a
crusty but woman-appreciating 75-year-old male intellectual (Dr. Johnson)
and a smart 25-year-old authoress who liked authoritative men (Mary
Wollstonecraft). Through dozens of examples that suggest several lifetimes
of scholarship, Basker shows countless analogies, both direct and allusive,
between Johnson's and Wollstonecraft's writings (see especially 43-4).
Finding that Johnson consistently supported women writers and sedulously
promoted the advancement of women, Basker declares Johnson a major
infuence on proto-feminist Wollstonecraft. He blames Johnson's undeserved
reputation for misogyny on certain cretin critics and editors who nefariously
downplayed what Johnson did for the ladies. The scholarly example set by
Basker, an example of truth, daring, and precision, is certain to revolutionize
the scholarly scene—and is highly Johnsonian.
Although not quite up to the standard of the first three, the remaining
two essays in the section on women writers have many good things to say.
April London's study of Jane West's political inclinations would be more
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useful were it not rippling with critical-theoretical jargon. Sentences like
"constructing the discourse of private life in accordance with the model
afforded by linear history allows her obliquely to confirm its consonance
with the forces of tradition and continuity" (56) or "by a series of deft
moves, West manages to implicate aristocratic codes iii this Jacobin
valorization of leisure" sound a lot more than they say. Marilyn Butler's
"Edgeworth's Stern Father; Escaping Thomas Day, 1795-1801" abounds
with sound scholarship, but the details of the process by which Thomas Day
"psychologically became Maria Edgeworth's bad literary father" will interest
only a few.
Part Two of Tradition in Transition concerns marginal texts, although,
again, this heading depends on a very marginal definition of "marginality."
The first study, Katherine Armstrong's essay on Defoe's Colonel Jack, lessens
the distance between acerbic, roguish Jack and the Jack who was a man of
his times: "Jack is not so much alienated from his times as an exem
plification of them." Through a rare constructive application of the
otherwise wicked methods of New Historicism, Armstrong convincingly
demonstrates that Jack's self-characterization as an objective, aloof historian
is precisely what proves him part and parcel of his careless, divided times
(109-110). Shirshendu Chakrabati next tenders a kinder and gentler Swift in
his revisionist study of Directions to Servants. For Chakrabati, a democratic
Swift assigns de facto control of noble households to servants, albeit with
ultimate responsibility for any dereliction of morals or duty going to the
master of the house (116-118). Swift is both studying and challenging what
Chakrabati somewhat unwisely calls a "Platonic" dialectic underlying the
master-servant relationship (120, 126). Ian McGowan's study of the revision
and publication of Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides is so rich in
detail that as to beggar efforts at summary; suffice it to say that McGowan's
offering is a constant delight, especially its amusing rendering of Boswell's
application for drawings of his family crest, the hooded hawk (135) and of
Boswell's interest in the legend of second sight (clairvoyance) among
Highlanders (130).
As Part Two progresses, the works evaluated move a bit further toward
the margin. Katherine Turner's essay on Samuel Paterson's Another
Traveller! casts Paterson as a foil to Laurence Sterne and the Sentimental
Journey. Trouble is, Paterson's work is so unfamiliar that most of the essay
has to be spent on detail and miscellanea—quite charming miscellanea, to be
sure, but miscellanea nevertheless. Paterson's work shows the tensions at
play in the eighteenth-century understanding of the foreign as well as in the
contradictions of daily life. "He is fictive, but not realistic, and can thus
stand, paradoxically, as a representative of English singularity; in other
words, as England's moral spokesman" (154). Never was the inherent
miscellaneousness of the eighteenth century, its inherent resistance to
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summary, so aptly summarized. Nicholas Hudson is probably the only one
of Father Ribeiro's and Basker's contributors who actually deals with
multiple minor texts. Surveying pamphlets, broadsides, and billet-doux,
Hudson ascertains how the popular meaning of "oral tradition" shifted from
theology (specifically, the body of tradition and understanding passed down
through the Catholic Chruch) to anthropology and literature (to mean those
"texts" that are preserved orally rather than textually) (162-3). Ingenious
Hudson links the Protestant, anti-Catholic idea of sola scriptura to the
depreciation of non-literate native peoples as lawless barbarians (165). Swift's
Houyhnhnms come off as less than ideal for Hudson owing to their
dependence on oral legislation. On the other hand, cautions Hudson, the
new tradition of the "noble savage" condemned European letters and exalted
native naivete (166). Although Hudson stops at the eighteenth century, it
is clear from his argument that the last chapter on the merits and demerits
of illiteracy has yet to be written, as is best seen in the mixed attitudes of the
modern university, where eagerness to raise literacy levels jars with the
celebration of indigenous traditions that depend on illiteracy.
The final two essays in Part Two, on marginal texts, concern great men
rather than not-so-great books. Richard Wendorf offers an amusing but not
especially mesmerizing study of gossip and squabbles within the Royal
Academy, with special reference to the career, opinions, and peeves of Sir
Joshua Reynolds. K. A. Reimann rounds out the section with a revelatory
updating of the story of Captain Bligh and his mutinous crews. Among
many scholarly services done by Reimann's article, the foremost is the demythologizing of mutiny. Reimann shows that the colorful mutinies of
popular legend (and the subsequent kangaroo trials and boisterous hangings)
are products of the cinematic imagination. Mutiny was often accepted as a
"strange, quasi-legitimate act by which to eject incompetent officers" (213).
Reimann brings out the full complexity of life at sea; inadvertently, he
rehabilitates the reputation of Admiralty Boards, so often pictured as packs
of vindictive old men in ridiculous Naval costumes but now understood as
realistic, even compassionate adepts in the difficulties of life at sea.
Cunning Father Ribeiro and Basker patch together Part Three, "The
Eighteenth-Century Canon," through sly and slightly satiric ambiguity.
"The Eighteenth Century Canon" could title a section dealing with
everything from canon destruction to canon reification. Accordingly, this
section reveals all the textures and variations of the eighteenth century,
identifying variety as the common denominator of the period. In the
opening essay, "Parnell, Pope, and Pastoral," perspicacious Christine Gerrard
measures the tensions in the styles and subjects of Parnell and other
pastoralists. Parnell and colleagues seek "classical permanence," yet classical
permanence involves verisimilitude, something inconsistent with articulate
swains, dainty shepherdesses, and other gilded figments of the pastoral
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imagination. Anthony Barker, likewise but ludically, taps into the mixed
hustle and fun of eighteenth-century magazine verse, describing the odd
assembly of bankrupt lords, pandering clergy, and poetry sweepstakes
winners who stuffed periodicals with non-threatening ditties. This theme of
internal contradiction is extended further in Paul Williamson's superlative
"William Collins and the Idea of Liberty." Collins is committed to a realist
view in which personifications like "Liberty" are real things—things that are
inherently diverse, unstable, and therefore undefinable (273). Collins hails
progress at the same time that he accepts divinely appointed norms.
Collins's choice of the Ode, a classical form juxtaposing order against
variation, as his favorite genre makes a good deal of uncommon sense. We
find this theme of dynamic contradiction extended into ancient history in
Nick Groom's analysis of eighteenth-century conceptions of paleolithic
cultures. A double conception of "Goths" (or of Celts or of Picts) as either
barbarians or freedom-fighters stirred an endless debate among English, Irish,
Scots, and Welsh as to who could claim which ancestors and whether they
were good or bad. These debates peaked in the somewhat ridiculous disputes
between Thomas Percy and Hugh Blair as to whether Celts or Goths were
better and whether either were the progenitors of Scotsmen, Englishmen, or
mad dogs.
Although the volume ends with a rather soft essay on "Wordsworth and
the School of Warton" by David Fairer, the real climax is Michael Suarez's,
"Trafficking in the Muse; The Dodsley Brothers' Collection of Poems and the
Question of Canon." Suarez ties together all the threads in Tradition in
Transition by recounting the case of an anthology that became the biggest
international best seller of its day. He shows that this biggest of works
combined canonicity with eccentricity, major authors with minor, hacks and
whores with aristocrats and artists. There was something to appeal to
everybody in a work produced through the corporate collaboration of high
and low, through the intersection of the canonical with the overlooked and
the personal with the collective. Suarez, moreover, is a true aficianado of the
book trade. He provides luscious descriptions of book ornamentation,
noting that the second edition of the Collection "sported 234 ornaments and
fleurons, a remarkable procession of putti, cornucopia, Roman busts, lyres,
flowered borders, and other neo-classical trappings" (302). Suarez lists a full
seven reasons for the success of the Collection, a list that itself epitomizes the
polyvalence, diversity, and yet specificity of Tradition in Transition. Suarez's
thorough yet diversion-festooned essay points up the genius of this volume
as a whole. Its inclusion is a testimony to the power of wise selection
exercised by Father Ribeiro and Basker, those Dodsleys of the modern day.
Tradition in Transition defines and traverses the path from marginality
to sempiternality, from eccentricity to canonicity. A celebration of one of
the most diverse wits of our day, it draws together a universe of commenta-
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tors, concepts, and contributions into a sparkling galaxy of wit. Like
birthday boy Roger Lonsdale himself, this volume sets a new standard for
scholarly honesty, enthusiasm, acumen, and adventure. A Baedeker to a
bafflingly dispersed period, it will never disappoint, will always direct, and
will perpetually delight. — KEVIN L. COPE

